10	PRELIMINARY NOTE  ON YOGA
the primitive Yoga, They may be classified broadly under two
heads: (1) the theory of Nature and of salvation by means
thereof; (2) the practice of physical means supposed to be
efficacious in attaining the latter object. We shall now
endeavour to give a general outline of the Yogie theory of
nature in its developed form, noting in advance that it
represents only one of the various aspects which have been
assumed by Yoga3 though perhaps the most important aspect.
Our exposition is based upon the following works: Siva-
samMtd) an anonymous work of some antiquity (quoted as SS.);
Sat-cakra-nirupana, by Purnananda (quoted as SON,); and
Hatha-yoga-pradlpikd) by Svatmarama (quoted as HYP., in
the German translation by H. Walter, Munich, 1893). The
references to SS. are according to the text as published in.
Sacred Books of the Hindus^ Allahabad, 1914.
4.	In Yogic theory the human body is conceived as a
miniature copy or replica of the world without it; the forces
by which  this  microcosm is controlled  at  the same time
operate  upon the macrocosm outside, and thus by certain
physical and mental processes the Yogi can win for himself
not only supernatural powers over his own. body and mind
but also a miraculous control -over the universe, culminating
in the complete translation of his soul into the highest phase
of Being, the Absolute (usually conceived as Supreme Siva)
for ever and ever,
5.	In the human body the vertebral column is conceived as
Mount Meru, the central mountain of Hindu cosmology.   As
the macrocosmic sun and moon are imagined to turn round
Meru, so we have a microeosmic sun and moon in the human
body: the moon at the top of the vertebral column and the
sun at its base (SS. II. 6-12).   Among the numerous ndfju
(veins or arteries; see HYP. p. iv) there are three of supreme
importance, Smumnd, Ida, and Pityald, which descend from
the brain into the pit of the abdomen; and HYP, (p, iii, and
text III. 118) says that between the pudendum and navel is
a cbulb* (kanda), into which the nadte debouch,    Susumna
is identified with Agni7 fire.    At the upper end of Ida i# the
moon, and they are identified; at the lower end of PingalS is

